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Abstract
Columns and rows are operations for pairs of linear relations in Hilbert spaces,
modelled on the corresponding notions of the componentwise sum and the usual
sum of such pairs. The introduction of matrices whose entries are linear relations
between underlying component spaces takes place via the row and column opera-
tions. The main purpose here is to offer an attempt to formalize the operational
calculus for block matrices, whose entries are all linear relations. Each block
relation generates a unique linear relation between the Cartesian products of initial
and final Hilbert spaces that admits particular properties which will be character-
ized. Special attention is paid to the formal matrix multiplication of two blocks of
linear relations and the connection to the usual product of the unique linear relations
generated by them. In the present general setting these two products need not be
connected to each other without some additional conditions.
Keywords Linear relation  Operator matrix  Row operator  Column
operator  Adjoint  Product
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1 Introduction
The calculus of rows, columns, and block matrices, where the entries are unbounded
operators, was studied in the paper of Möller and Szafraniec [13]; see also [8].
However, already in the case of 2 2 blocks, it is natural that one of the entries is
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block matrix where two of its entries were multivalued; the corresponding situation
was considered in [5], where such blocks are shown to appear naturally as
selfadjoint extensions of certain symmetric relations. The present paper offers an
attempt to formalize the operational calculus for block matrices, whose entries are
all linear relations, along the lines linear relations between two Hilbert spaces are
treated in [1]. The basic idea in the context of linear relations is to first develop the
notions of a row and a column consisting of a sequence of linear relations. This
approach was taken in the study of matrices with unbounded operators in [13]. Rows
and columns can be considered as the building blocks in the definition of a block
matrix whose entries are linear relations. To keep the presentation simple, it suffices
to concentrate on the special case of 2 2 blocks.
To explain the notions of row, column, and block, let H1 and H2 be linear
relations from a Hilbert space H to a Hilbert space K. Recall that one can form a
sum of H1 and H2 in different ways. The componentwise sum H1 þbH2 is defined as
H1 þbH2 ¼

fh1 þ h2; k1 þ k2g : fh1; k1g 2 H1; fh2; k2g 2 H2

; ð1:1Þ
and the usual sum H1 þ H2, like in the case of operators, is defined as
H1 þ H2 ¼

fh; k1 þ k2g : fh; k1g 2 H1; fh; k2g 2 H2

: ð1:2Þ
Of course, when H1 and H2 are operators, then these definitions make sense for their
graphs (identifying graph and operator). The main point here is that in many situ-
ations one encounters a slightly different situation, as the Hilbert spaces in which
these relations are defined or to which they map may be different: either H1 is a
linear relation from H1 to K and H2 is a linear relation from H2 to K, or H1 is a
linear relation from H to K1 and H2 is a linear relation from H to K2. In the first case
one needs the notion of row of relations, which extends the componentwise sum,
while in the second case one needs the notion of column of relations, which extends














where each Hij is a linear relation from Hj to Hi. It turns out that one may speak of a
column of two rows or of a row of two columns.
The operational calculus for these notions concerns their linear structure. In
particular, the notions of row, column, and block will be characterized among all
linear relations. When adjoints are involved, one is confronted with the occurence of
the various Hilbert spaces, so one needs to keep track of the relevant spaces. Recall
that for the componentwise sum, the adjoint behaves as one would expect, but for
the usual sum things are of course different. These facts have their counterparts in
the behavior of adjoints for rows, columns, and blocks of linear relations. In
addition, it is observed that multiplication of rows, columns, and blocks is a
complicated process, because one has to keep track not only of the domains, but also
of the multivalued parts.
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The present paper is of an expository nature. It gives a brief survey of the above
notions, along the lines of [13] where the case of operators was treated, but now in
the context of linear relations, see also [4, 12, 14–16]. However, the appearance of
multivalued parts in the entries of the block produces some new obstacles in this
study. Finally, it is mentioned that different special cases of linear block relations
with multivalued entries appear in the literature and that various notions and results
given here can be applied, e.g., in the context of the sum of selfadjoint (or maximal
sectorial) operators or relations, see [7, 8], in the extension theory for nondensely
defined symmetric operators and symmetric relations, see, e.g., [6], and, for
instance, in the study of linear relations whose domain and range are orthogonal, see
[3, 5]. Also there is a connection to the recent papers [19] and [24], which will be
explained.
2 Linear relations and their adjoints
Let H be a linear relation from a Hilbert space H to a Hilbert space K, i.e., H is a
linear subspace of the product space H  K. Its multivalued part Hmul ¼ f0g 
mulH is a purely multivalued relation. The closure H of H is a subspace of H  K,
and the relation H is closed if and only if H ¼ H. The adjoint H of H is defined as a
relation from K to H by
H :¼

ff ; f 0g 2 K H : ðf 0; hÞ ¼ ðf ; h0Þ for all fh; h0g 2 H

:
Then it is clear that
H ¼ ðJHÞ? ¼ JH?; ð2:1Þ
where the orthogonal complements refer to the componentwise inner product of
K H and H  K, respectively. Here J from H  K to K H is defined by
Jff ; f 0g ¼ ff 0;fg; ff ; f 0g 2 H  K:
Clearly, if H and K are relations with H  K then K  H. It also follows from
(2.1) that H is a closed linear relation from K to H. Note that (2.1) gives
J1H ¼ H?, i.e.
ðJ1HÞ? ¼ H?? ¼ H:
Since J1 is the flip-flop operator from K H to H  K the left-hand side coincides
with H and hence H ¼ H. The orthogonal decompositions
H ¼ domH mulH and K ¼ domH mulH ð2:2Þ
are now clear from (2.1). For a brief introduction to these notions, see [2]. The
following additive decomposition for linear relations is an operator-theoretic ver-
sion of the Lebesgue decomposition of measures; see [9, Theorem 4.1].
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Theorem 2.1 Let H be a relation from H to K and let Q be the orthogonal
projection in K onto domH. Then H allows the following sum decomposition
H ¼ QH þ ðI  QÞH; ð2:3Þ
where the relations QH and ðI  QÞH have the following properties:
(a) QH is a closable operator;
(b) clos ððI  QÞHÞ ¼ domH mulH.
The closure of the so-called regular part QH is (the graph of) an operator, while
the closure of the so-called singular part ðI  QÞH is a closed singular relation, i.e.,
the product of two closed subspaces. The so-called Lebesgue decomposition (2.3)
for a relation H from H to K gives rise to a componentwise direct sum
decomposition when mulH ¼ mulH; see [10, Theorem 3.10, Corollary 3.14].
Proposition 2.1 Let H be a relation from H to K and let Q be the orthogonal
projection in K onto domH. Assume that
mulH ¼ mulH; ð2:4Þ
so that K can be decomposed as K ¼ domH mulH. Then QH  H and the






where QH is a closable operator from H to K and f0g mulH is a purely mul-
tivalued relation in mulH. Moreover, if the relation H is closed, then (2.4) is
automatically satisfied and the operator QH is closed.
If mulH ¼ mulH, then Hs ¼ QH is the operator part of H, so that (2.5) reads
H ¼ Hs þbHmul. Clearly, if H is closed then mulH ¼ mulH, so that a closed linear
relation always has a closed orthogonal operator part. Note that H is a closed
linear relation from H to K and it follows from (2.2) that ðHÞs takes domH to
domH. Likewise, H is a closed linear relation from K to H, so that ðHÞs takes
domH to domH.
Lemma 2.1 Let H be a linear relation from a Hilbert space H to a Hilbert space K.
The following statements are equivalent:
(i) ðHÞs is a bounded operator;
(ii) ðHÞs is a bounded operator;
(iii) domH is closed;
(iv) domH is closed.
Proof Observe that dom ðHÞs ¼ domH and dom ðHÞs ¼ domH, and that
these spaces are simultaneously closed. h
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Let H1 and H2 be linear relations from a Hilbert space H to a Hilbert space K.
Then one can form a sum of H1 and H2 in different ways. The componentwise sum
H1 þbH2 is defined as (1.1), and the usual sum H1 þ H2, like in the case of operators,
is defined as (1.2). The adjoints of these sums behave in the usual way. The
following statements are straightforward to check.
Lemma 2.2 Let H1 and H2 be linear relations from a Hilbert space H to a Hilbert
space K. Then
ðH1 þbH2Þ ¼ H1 \ H2 ; H1 þ H2  ðH1 þ H2Þ
: ð2:6Þ
The inclusion in (2.6) is actually an equality if H2 2 BðH;KÞ; in fact, there is
equality under slightly more general circumstances.
Corollary 2.1 Let H1 and H2 be linear relations from a Hilbert space H to a Hilbert
space K and assume that
domH1  domH2; domH2 is closed ; and mulH2 ¼ mulH2 : ð2:7Þ
Then
H1 þ H2 ¼ ðH1 þ H2Þ
: ð2:8Þ
Proof To see (2.8), let ff ; gg 2 ðH1 þ H2Þ. Then
ðg; hÞ ¼ ðf ; k1Þ þ ðf ; k2Þ for all fh; k1 þ k2g 2 H1 þ H2: ð2:9Þ
In particular, with the choice h ¼ 0, k1 ¼ 0, and k2 2 mulH2 one concludes, by the
assumption mulH2 ¼ mulH2 , that
f 2 ðmulH2Þ? ¼ ðmulH2 Þ
? ¼ domH2 :
Under the assumption that domH2 is closed, one has that domH

2 ¼ domH2 ; see
Lemma 2.1. Thus one has f 2 domH2 and hence there exists u 2 H such that
ff ;ug 2 H2 . Now let fh; k1g 2 H1. Then the assumption domH1  domH2 shows
fh; k2g 2 H2 for some k2 2 K. Therefore ðf ; k2Þ ¼ ðu; hÞ, and (2.9) gives
ðg; hÞ ¼ ðf ; k1Þ þ ðu; hÞ or ðg u; hÞ ¼ ðf ; k1Þ
for all fh; k1g 2 H1, so that ff ; g ug 2 H1 . Hence ff ; gg 2 H1 þ H2 . This
establishes the inclusion ðH1 þ H2Þ  H1 þ H2 . h
The equality in (2.8) has received attention in [17–24] recently. The results in the
present paper are closely related and can be used in these considerations; cf.
Proposition 9.1.
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3 Rows and columns
Rows and columns are the analogs of the componentwise sum and the usual sum for
a pair of relations in (1.1) and (1.2).
Rows. Let H1, H2, and K be Hilbert spaces. Let R1 be a linear relation from H1 to
K and let R2 be a linear relation from H2 to K. Then the row ðR1;R2Þ of R1 and R2 as
a linear relation from H1  H2 to K is defined by




; k1 þ k2
 	




dom ðR1 ; R2Þ ¼ domR1  domR2;
ker ðR1 ; R2Þ ¼ fh1  h2 : fh; k1g 2 R1; fh2;k1g 2 R2g;
ran ðR1 ; R2Þ ¼ ranR1 þ ranR2;
mul ðR1 ; R2Þ ¼ mulR1 þmulR2:
Notice that the definition (3.1) associates to a row ðR1 ; R2Þ a unique linear relation
from H1  H2 to K. However, the same relation can clearly be generated by dif-
ferent choices of the entries R1 and R2. In this sense rows ðR1 ; R2Þ which generate
the same linear relation can be used to introduce an equivalence relation in the set of
all rows ðR1 ; R2Þ of linear relations R1 from H1 to K and R2 from H2 to K.
The row of R1 and R2 resembles a componentwise sum of linear relations once
the domain spaces of R1 and R2 are combined orthogonally in the above way.
The linear relations from H1  H2 to K that can be written as a row of linear
relations will now be characterized. Let R be a linear relation from H1  H2 to K,
then by identifying H1  f0g with H1 and f0g  H2 with H2, one obtains that R H1
and R H2 are linear relations from H1 to K and from H2 to K, respectively. Hence
the linear relation R induces a row:
ðR H1 ; R H2Þ; ð3:2Þ
and it is clear that ðR H1 ; R H2Þ  R.
Lemma 3.1 Let R be a linear relation from H1  H2 to K. Then the following
statements are equivalent:
(i) R is a row;
(ii) domR ¼ ðdomRÞ \ H1  ðdomRÞ \ H2;
(iii) R ¼ ðR H1 ; R H2Þ.
Proof (i) ) (ii) This is clear from (3.1).
(ii) ) (iii) It suffices to show that R  ðR H1 ; R H2Þ. Thus let




; k1 þ k2
 	
2 R:














and k1 þ k2  ‘1  ‘2 2 mulR. It is clear that elements of the form f0;ug 2 R
belong to both R H1 and R H2 . This completes the argument.
(iii) ) (i) This implication is clear. h
Moreover, if R01 is a linear relation from H1 to K and R
0
2 is a linear relation from
H2 to K, such that R1  R01 and R2  R02, then by (3.3), it is clear that the extensions
are preserved in the sense of the row
ðR1 ; R2Þ  ðR01 ; R02Þ:
Columns. Now let H, K1, and K2 be Hilbert spaces. Let C1 be a linear relation from
H to K1 and let C2 be a linear relation from H to K2. Then the column col ðC1 ; C2Þ













dom col ðC1 ; C2Þ ¼domC1 \ domC2;
ker col ðC1 ; C2Þ ¼kerC1 \ kerC2;
ran col ðC1 ; C2Þ ¼fk1  k2 : fh; k1g 2 C1; fh; k2g 2 C2g;
mul col ðC1 ; C2Þ ¼mulC1 mulC2:
Again the definition (3.3) associates to a column col ðC1 ; C2Þ a unique linear
relation from H to K1  K2 and it determines an equivalence relation in the set of all
columns col ðC1 ; C2Þ of linear relations C1 from H to K1 and C2 from H to K2.
The column of C1 and C2 resembles a usual sum of linear relations once the range
spaces of C1 and C2 are combined orthogonally in the above way.
The linear relations from H to K1  K2 that can be written as a column of linear
relations will now be characterized. Let C be a linear relation from H to K1  K2.
The orthogonal projections from K1  K2 to K1 and K2 are denoted by P1 and P2,
respectively. Then P1C and P2C are linear relations from H to K1 and from H to K2,
respectively. Hence the linear relation C induces a column:








: fh; kg 2 C
 	
; ð3:4Þ
and it is clear that C  col ðP1C;P2CÞ.
Lemma 3.2 Let C be a linear relation from H to K1  K2. Then the following
statements are equivalent:
(i) C is a column;
(ii) mulC ¼ ðmulCÞ \ K1  ðmulCÞ \ K2;
(iii) C ¼ col ðP1C;P2CÞ.
Proof (i) ) (ii) This is clear from (3.3).




















































which completes the argument.
(iii) ) (i) This implication is clear. h
Moreover, if C01 is a linear relation from H to K1 and C
0
2 is a linear relation from
H to K2, such that C1  C01 and C2  C02, then by (3.3), it is clear that the extensions









Conversely, the left-hand side is called a restriction of the right-hand-side. Note that
any column can be reduced in the sense that C1 and C2 may be restricted to their
common domain D ¼ domC1 \ domC2:









4 Adjoints of rows and columns
In terms of adjoints, the operations of rows and columns behave formally like
componentwise sums and usual sums of linear relations; cf. Lemma 2.2. But recall
that the definition of an adjoint relation depends on the Hilbert spaces in which the
original relation is defined. Hence for rows and columns for a pair of linear relations
one has to make sure what Hilbert spaces are involved when taking adjoints. The
formulas (4.1) and (4.2) in the next result can be found in [8, Proposition 2.1] and
are proved here for completeness of the present statement.
Proposition 4.1 Let R1 and R2 be linear relations from H1 to K and from H2 to K,
respectively. Then





Moreover, let C1 and C2 be linear relations from H to K1 and from H to K2,
respectively. Then





Moreover, there is equality in (4.2) if and only if ðcol ðC1 ; C2ÞÞ is a row from
K1  K2 to H.





2 ðR1 ; R2Þ:
By (3.1) this is equivalent to
ðk1; f Þ þ ðk2; f Þ ¼ ðh1; g1Þ þ ðh2; g2Þ
for all fh1; k1g 2 R1 and fh2; k2g 2 R2, or to
ff ; g1g 2 R1 and ff ; g2g 2 R2;










This shows the equality in (4.1).
In order to prove (4.2), consider the element




; g1 þ g2
 	
2 ðC1 ; C2Þ:





with fh; k1g 2 C1; fh; k2g 2 C2;
it then follows that
ðg1; hÞ þ ðg2; hÞ  ðf1; k1Þ  ðf2; k2Þ ¼ 0:











which shows the inclusion (4.2).
If there is equality in (4.2), then ðcol ðC1 ; C2ÞÞ is a row. Conversely, assume




¼ ðR1 ; R2Þ; ð4:3Þ
for some linear relations R1 and R2 from K1 to H and from K2 to H, respectively.













which gives C1  R1 and C2  R2. Hence R1  R1  C1 and R2  R2  C2.
Taking into account (4.2) and (4.3), this leads to
ðC1 ; C2Þ  ðR1 ; R2Þ  ðC1 ; C2Þ;
which gives equality in (4.2). h
In [13] the term formal adjoint of a row (of the column) is used for the right-hand
side of (4.1) (respectively, for the left-hand side of (4.2)). Although the case of
equality in (4.2) has been characterized, it is useful to have some sufficient concrete
conditions; cf. (2.7) in Corollary 2.1.
Lemma 4.1 Let C1 and C2 be linear relations from H to K1 and from H to K2,
respectively. Assume that domC1  domC2, mulC2 ¼ mulC2 , and that domC2
is closed. Then
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Proof It suffices to show that the right-hand side of (4.2) is contained in the left-





















The choice h ¼ 0, k1 ¼ 0, and k2 2 mulC2 together with mulC2 ¼ mulC2 leads to
f2 2 ðmulC2Þ? ¼ ðmulC2 Þ
? ¼ domC2 :
By assumption domC2 is closed and thus also domC

2 is closed; see Lemma 2.1.
One concludes that, in fact, f2 2 domC2. Thus, there exists an element u such that
ff2;ug 2 C2. This means that
ðf2; k2Þ ¼ ðu; hÞ ð4:6Þ
holds for all fh; k2g 2 C2. Now by combining (4.5), (4.6), and the condition
domC1  domC2, one obtains
ðg u; hÞ ¼ ðf1; k1Þ for all fh; k1g 2 C1:










; g uþ u
 	
2 ðC1 : C2Þ:
This completes the proof. h
The first statement in the following corollary is clear by itself, but it is an
automatic consequence of the above reasoning as well.
Corollary 4.1
(a) If the linear relations C1 and C2 from H to K1 and from H to K2, respectively,
are closed, then the column col ðC1 ; C2Þ is closed.
(b) If the linear relations R1 and R2 from H1 to K and from H2 to K, respectively,
are closed, while domR1  domR2 and domR2 is closed, then the row
ðR1 ; R2Þ is closed.
Proof




¼ ðC1 ; C2Þ
:
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This implies that the column col ðC1 ; C2 Þ is closed; in particular, the
column of closed linear relations C1 and C2 is closed.
(b) To see this, one applies Lemma 4.1 with C1 ¼ R1 and C2 ¼ R2. h
A repeated application of Proposition 4.1 and Lemma 4.1 leads to the following
straightforward results.
Corollary 4.2










If, in addition, domC1  domC2, mulC2 ¼ mulC2 , and domC2 is closed,
then equality holds in (4.7).
(b) Let R1 and R2 be linear relations from H1 to K and from H2 to K,
respectively. Then
ðR1 ; R2 Þ  ðR1 ; R2Þ
: ð4:8Þ
If, in addition, domR1  domR2 and domR2 is closed, then equality holds in
(4.8).
There are some useful special cases for equality in (4.4).
Corollary 4.3 Let domC1  domC2 and let C2 be densely defined and bounded (i.e.
kgkCkfk for all ff ; gg 2 C2). Then C2 is an operator and (4.4) holds.
Proof Since C2 is bounded, it is an operator and, by assumption, it is densely
defined. Then C2 2 BðH;K2Þ and hence C2 2 BðK2;HÞ, mulC2 ¼ mulC2 ¼ f0g,
and domC2 is closed. h
Corollary 4.4 Let C1 be a linear relation from H to K1 and let C2 ¼ MN be a
singular relation, where M is a linear subspace of H and N is a closed linear




¼ ðC1 ; N
? mulC1 Þ:









and note that ðdomC1 NÞ ¼ N? mulC1. Now apply Lemma 4.1. h
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Observe that in Corollary 4.4 one has M? ¼ mulC1 if and only if domC1 ¼ M.




¼ ðC1 ; N
? M?Þ:
Indeed, domC1  M implies M?  mulC1 and hence the inclusion
N? M?  N? mulC1
can be strict. However, mul ðC1 ; N
? M?Þ ¼ mulC1 þM? ¼ mulC1 , and thus
these two different rows generate the same linear relation.
There are simple examples where a strict inclusion in (4.2) can occur. For
instance, if B1;B2 2 BðHÞ are two positive operators such that
ranB1 \ ranB2 ¼ f0g; kerB1 ¼ kerB2 ¼ f0g;
and one takes C1 ¼ B11 and C2 ¼ B12 , then the inclusion in (4.2) is strict. Namely,
domC1 \ domC2 ¼ f0g and hence the adjoint of col ðC1 ; C2Þ has multivalued part
equal to H, while ðC1 ; C2Þ ¼ ðB11 ; B12 Þ is an operator.
5 Block relations
Let each of the Hilbert spaces H and K be decomposed into two orthogonal
components
H ¼ H1  H2 and K ¼ K1  K2;
and let
Eij : Hj ! Ki; i; j ¼ 1; 2;






abbreviated by ½Eij	. The set of all such blocks is denoted by MðH;KÞ. Every block
of relations ½Eij	 in MðH;KÞ leads to a row of columns or, alternatively, a column of
rows. This way every block of relations ½Eij	 generates a unique linear relation from
H to K as follows from the next lemma.
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Proof By the definition of a column in (3.3) a typical element in the right-hand side






ff ; c1g 2 ðE11 ; E12Þ;
ff ; c2g 2 ðE21 ; E22Þ:
Recall that by the definition of a row in (3.1) one has ff ; c1g 2 ðE11 ; E12Þ if and
only if




; a1 þ b1
 	
with ff1; a1g 2 E11 and ff2; b1g 2 E12;
and, similarly, ff ; c2g 2 ðE21 ; E22Þ if and only if




; a2 þ b2
 	
with ff1; a2g 2 E21 and ff2; b2g 2 E22:














ff1; a1g 2 E11; ff2; b1g 2 E12;
ff1; a2g 2 E21; ff2; b2g 2 E22;


















Thus, by the definition of a row in (3.1), a typical element in the right-hand side of
(5.1) is a typical element in the left-hand side of (5.1). h
Definition 5.1 Let ½Eij	 2 MðH;KÞ. Then the linear relation E from H to K






The relation E is called the block relation corresponding to the block ½Eij	.
The proof of Lemma 5.1 shows that the unique linear relation E generated by the










ff1; a1g 2 E11; ff2; b1g 2 E12
ff1; a2g 2 E21; ff2; b2g 2 E22
 	
: ð5:2Þ
This is the direct way to think of the block ½Eij	 2 MðH;KÞ as a linear relation E
from H to K. It agrees with the well-known definition in the case that each relation
Eij is (the graph of) an everywhere defined bounded linear operator from Hj to Ki.
Let ½Eij	; ½Fij	 2 MðH;KÞ and let E and F be the block relations from H to K
generated by them. The blocks are said to satisfy the inclusion ½Eij	  ½Fij	 if Eij 
Fij for all i, j. In particular,
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½Eij	 ¼ ½Fij	 () Eij ¼ Fij for all i; j ¼ 1; 2:
It clearly follows from (5.2) that
½Eij	  ½Fij	 ) E  F; ½Eij	 ¼ ½Fij	 ) E ¼ F: ð5:3Þ
The reverse implications in (5.3) do not hold, since different blocks ½Eij	 inMðH;KÞ
can generate the same linear relation E. Definition 5.1 leads to linear relations from
the Hilbert space H ¼ H1  H2 to the Hilbert space K ¼ K1  K2 with distin-
guishing properties.
Lemma 5.2 Let H and K be Hilbert spaces, let ½Eij	 2 MðH;KÞ, and let E be the
block relation from H to K generated by it. Then the following statements hold:
domE ¼ðdomEÞ \ H1  ðdomEÞ \ H2; ð5:4Þ
mulE ¼ðmulEÞ \ K1  ðmulEÞ \ K2: ð5:5Þ
Proof To prove (5.4), it suffices to show that its lefthand-side is contained in its
right-hand side. Observe that if f ¼ f1  f2 2 domE, then there exist elements ai
and bi, i ¼ 1; 2, such that
ff1; a1g 2 E11; ff2; b1g 2 E12; ff1; a2g 2 E21; ff2; b2g 2 E22:

















in other words f1; f2 2 domE.
To prove (5.5), it suffices to show that its lefthand-side is contained in its right-
hand side. Observe that if g ¼ g1  g2 2 mulE, then there exist elements ai and bi,
such that gi ¼ ai þ bi, i ¼ 1; 2, and
f0; a1g 2 E11; f0; b1g 2 E12; f0; a2g 2 E21; f0;b2g 2 E22:

















in other words g1; g2 2 mulE. h
It will be shown that the properties (5.4) and (5.5) in Lemma 5.2 characterize the
block relations in Definition 5.1. The arguments will be based on the following
notions and observations.
Definition 5.2 Let E be a linear relation from H ¼ H1  H2 to K ¼ K1  K2 and
define the block ½Eij	 by
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Eij ¼ PiEHj: ð5:6Þ
where Pi is the orthogonal projection from K onto Ki.
Observe, that Definition 5.2 agrees with the definitions in (3.2) and (3.4). It is
clear that all relations Eij from Hj to Ki in (5.6) are linear, and that they satisfy
dom E11 ¼dom E21; dom E12 ¼ dom E22; ð5:7Þ
mul E11 ¼mul E12; mul E21 ¼ mul E22: ð5:8Þ
Thus (5.7) describes the domains of the columns of the block ½Eij	, while (5.8)
describes the multivalued parts of the rows of the block ½Eij	. The block ½Eij	 is
uniquely determined by E, however, in general the linear relation E generated by the
block ½Eij	 differs from the original relation E. This becomes clear from the next
lemma, which also leads to the main characterization of all linear relations E that are
generated by some 2 2 block ½Eij	 of linear relations.
Lemma 5.3 Let E be a linear relation from H to K, let ½Eij	 be the block induced by
E in (5.6), and let E be the linear relation generated by ½Eij	. Then
(a) the identity for the domain (5.4) implies E  E;
(b) the identity for the multivalued part (5.5) implies E 
 E.
Proof



























From (5.6) it is clear that
ff1; a1g 2 E11; ff1; a2g 2 E21; ff2; b1g 2 E12; ff2; b2g 2 E22;
which implies that the element in (5.9) belongs to E; see (5.2).
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Hence, by definition, there exist a1 2 K1, a2 2 K2, b1 2 K1, and b2 2 K2, such that
g1 ¼ a1 þ b1 and g2 ¼ a2 þ b2 ð5:11Þ
and
ff1; a1g 2 E11; ff1; a2g 2 E21; ff2; b1g 2 E12; ff2; b2g 2 E22:































































































Combining (5.11), (5.12), and (5.13) one sees that the element in (5.10) belongs to
the relation E. h
As a consequence, the following result is an extension of the characterizations in
Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2.
Theorem 5.1 Let E be a linear relation from H to K, let ½Eij	 be the block induced
by E in (5.6), and let E be the linear relation generated by ½Eij	. Then the following
statements are equivalent:
(i) E is a linear relation generated by some block in MðH;KÞ;
(ii) (5.4) and (5.5) are satisfied;
(iii) E ¼ E.
Proof (i) ) (ii) This implication is a consequence of Lemma 5.2.
(ii) ) (iii) This implication is a consequence of Lemma 5.3.
(iii) ) (i) This is clear. h
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Thus the identities (5.4) and (5.5) characterize the relations that are generated by
blocks of relations, as in (5.1). Likewise, the identities (5.7) and (5.8) characterize
the blocks that are induced by linear relations, as in (5.6).
Lemma 5.4 Let ½Eij	 2 MðH;KÞ and let E be the linear relation from H to K
generated by it, as in (5.1). Let ½Eij	 be the block induced by E as in (5.6) and let E
be the linear relation from H to K generated by ½Eij	 as in (5.1). Then
(a) the identities for the domains
domE11 ¼ domE21 and domE12 ¼ domE22 ð5:14Þ
imply ½Eij	  ½Eij	;
(b) the identities for the multivalued parts




(a) Assume that (5.14) holds. Let ff1; g1g 2 E11. Then by assumption there exists









which shows that ff1; g1g 2 E11. Thus E11  E11. The other inclusions follow
in the same way.


























with ff1; g01g 2 E11, ff1; g02g 2 E21, f0; g001g 2 E12, and f0; g002g 2 E22. By
assumption f0; g001g 2 E11, which shows that ff1; g1g 2 E11. Thus E11  E11.
The other inclusions follow in the same way. h
Theorem 5.2 Let ½Eij	 2 MðH;KÞ and let E be the linear relation from H to K
generated by it. Let ½Eij	 be the block induced by E and let E be the linear relation
from H to K generated by ½Eij	. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) Eij ¼ PiFHj for some linear relation F from H to K;
(ii) (5.14) and (5.15) are satisfied;
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(iii) ½Eij	 ¼ ½Eij	.
Proof (i) ) (ii) Recall that (5.7) and (5.8) hold for the relation defined in (5.6).
(ii) ) (iii) This implication is a consequence of Lemma 5.4.
(iii) ) (i) This is clear. h
For ½Eij	; ½Fij	 2 MðHÞ and k 2 C define the sum ½Eij	 þ ½Fij	 and the scalar
multiplication k½Eij	 via the corresponding operations on the entries:
½Eij	 þ ½Fij	 :¼ ½Eij þ Fij	; k½Eij	 :¼ ½kEij	; i; j ¼ 1; 2:
When equipped with these operations the space MðHÞ has a linear structure. On the
other hand, the formula
½Eij	  ½ eEij	 () E ¼ eE
defines an equivalence relation in MðH;KÞ. The sum and scalar multiplication of
blocks are preserved by the linear relations generated by them.
Lemma 5.5 Assume that ½Eij	; ½Fij	 2 MðH;KÞ and let ½Gij	 ¼ ½Eij	 þ ½Fij	 and
½Hij	 ¼ k½Eij	. Let E, F, G, and H be the linear relations from H to K generated by
these blocks, respectively. Then
G ¼ E þ F; H ¼ kE:











ff1; a1g 2 E11 þ F11; ff2; b1g 2 E12 þ F12;
ff1; a2g 2 E21 þ F21; ff2; b2g 2 E22 þ F22
 	
;













a01 þ a001 þ b01 þ b
00
1









1 þ a001 þ b
00
1






ff1; a01g 2 E11; ff1; a001g 2 F11;
ff1; a02g 2 E21; ff1; a002g 2 F21;
ff2; b01g 2 E12; ff2; b
00
1g 2 F12;
ff2; b02g 2 E22; ff2; b
00
2g 2 F22:
Therefore, it is now clear, by the definition of the sum of relations and the formula
(5.2) that the linear relation G is equal to the sum E þ F. For the scalar multipli-
cation the argument is similar. h
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6 Adjoints of block relations
Let ½Eij	 2 MðH;KÞ be a block of the form (5.1). Then the adjoints of the entries











Eij : Ki ! Hj; i; j ¼ 1; 2;










cf. Definition 5.1. The relation in (6.2) is sometimes called the formal adjoint of the
block relation generated by ½Eij	. In general, there is the following inclusion result.













































































Next observe that by Proposition 4.1






























from which the desired result follows. h
Corollary 6.1 Let ½Eij	 2 MðH;KÞ be a block as in (5.1). Then there is equality in


















Corollary 6.1 combined with Proposition 4.1 gives the necessary and sufficient
condition stated in item (i) of the next corollary, while Lemma 4.1 yields sufficient
conditions stated in item (ii).
Corollary 6.2 Let ½Eij	 be a block as in (5.1). Assume that, up to interchange of A
and B, the entries of each column col ðA;BÞ in ½Eij	 satisfy one of the following:
(a) the criterion in Proposition 4.1, i.e. for each column col ðA;BÞ is a row;
(b) each column col ðA;BÞ satisfies the (sufficient) conditions in Lemma 4.1.
Then there is equality in (6.3).
7 Multiplication of rows and columns
The product of linear relations is well defined. If the linear relations are given as
rows, columns, or blocks, then also their components may be multiplied in a similar
way. In general these formal products are different from the product in the relation
sense. This will be considered here for rows and columns.
Lemma 7.1 Let R1 be a linear relation from H1 to K and let R2 be a linear relation
from H2 to K. Let R ¼ ðR1 ; R2Þ and let A be a linear relation from K to K0. Then
ðAR1 ; AR2Þ  AR: ð7:1Þ
Moreover, the following statements are equivalent:
(i) there is equality in (7.1);
(ii) there is the implication




ff1; h1g 2 R1; ff2; h2g 2 R2
h h1  h2 2 kerA
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; g1 þ g2
 	
2 ðAR1 ; AR2Þ;
where ff1; g1g 2 AR1, ff2; g2g 2 AR2, and g ¼ g1 þ g2. Then there exist elements h1
and h2 in K such that





; h1 þ h2
 	





; g1 þ g2
 	
2 AðR1 ; R2Þ:
Thus (7.1) has been shown.
(i) ) (ii) Assume that there is equality in (7.1). In order to prove (ii), let
ff1  f2; hg 2 ðR1 ; R2Þ for some h 2 domA. Then fh; gg 2 A for some g 2 K0 and
ff1  f2; gg 2 AR ¼ ðAR1 ; AR2Þ. By (3.1) this means that ff1; g1g 2 AR1 and
ff2; g2g 2 AR2 for some g1; g2 2 K0 with g1 þ g2 ¼ g. Hence, there exist h1; h2 2 K
which satisfy all the conditions in (7.2) and (7.3). In particular, one sees that
h1; h2 2 domA and now fh; gg 2 A and (7.3) show that fh h1  h2; 0g 2 A.
(ii) ) (i) It suffices to demonstrate the inclusion AR  ðAR1 ; AR2Þ. To do this,
assume that ff1  f2; gg 2 AR. Then ff1  f2; hg 2 R and fh; gg 2 A for some
h 2 K. In particular, h 2 domA and, by assumption, there exist h1; h2 2 domA such
that
ff1; h1g 2 R1; ff2; h2g 2 R2; and h h1  h2 2 kerA:
Then fh1; g1g 2 A, fh2; g2g 2 A for some g1; g2 2 K0, so that ff1; g1g 2 AR1,




; g1 þ g2
 	
2 ðAR1 ; AR2Þ; fh1 þ h2; g1 þ g2g 2 A: ð7:4Þ
Hence fh; gg 2 A yields fh h1  h2; g g1  g2g 2 A and f0; g g1  g2g 2 A.
Now observe that
mulA  mulAR1 þmulAR2 ¼ mul ðAR1 ; AR2Þ;
so that f0; g g1  g2g 2 ðAR1 ; AR2Þ. Then the first statement in (7.4) shows that
ff1  f2; gg 2 ðAR1 ; AR2Þ. h
In special cases the condition (ii) in Lemma 7.1 becomes easier to verify.
Corollary 7.1 Let R ¼ ðR1 ; R2Þ and A be as in Lemma 7.1. Then:
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(a) if R is an operator, in particular, if R1 2 BðH1;KÞ and R2 2 BðH1;KÞ, then
there is equality in (7.1) if and only if
R1f1 þ R2f2 2 domA ¼) R1f1; R2f2 2 domA;
(b) if ranR1 [ ranR2  domA, in particular, if A 2 BðK;K0Þ, then there is
equality in (7.1).
Lemma 7.2 Let B be a linear relation from H to K. Let C1 be a linear relation from






Moreover, the following statements are equivalent:
(i) there is equality in (7.5);
(ii) there is the inclusion
mulB \ domC  mulB \ kerC1 þmulB \ kerC2:
Proof It is straightforward to see (7.5). To see the equivalence of the statements (i)





: w 2 mulB; fw;u1g 2 C1; fw;u2g 2 C2
 	
: ð7:6Þ
(i) ) (ii) If there is equality in (7.5), then CB is a column. By Lemma 3.2 this is
equivalent to
mulCB ¼ ðmulCBÞ \ K1  ðmulCBÞ \ K2:
To show the inclusion in (ii), let w 2 mulB \ domC. Then there exist elements u1










By assumption, u1 2 ðmulCBÞ \ K1 and u2 2 ðmulCBÞ \ K2. Hence there exist










Therefore w0 2 kerC2, w00 2 kerC1, and
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which shows f ¼ w w0  w00 2 kerC ¼ kerC1 \ kerC2. Since w0;w00 2 mulB,
also f ¼ w w0  w00 2 mulB. Hence,
w ¼ w0 þ w00 þ f 2 mulB \ kerC1 þmulB \ kerC2:
Therefore (ii) holds.










by Lemma 3.2. Thus by Lemma 3.2, one needs to show
mulCB  ðmulCBÞ \ K1  ðmulCBÞ \ K2;
as the reverse inclusion is clear. Let u 2 mulCB, which, by (7.6), gives





where w 2 mulB \ domC. By assumption w ¼ w0 þ w00, where w0;w00 2 mulB with
fw0; 0g 2 C1; fw00; 0g 2 C2:
Since
fw0 þ w00;u1g 2 C1; fw0 þ w00;u2g 2 C2;
this leads to





















This shows the required inclusion. h
In special cases the condition (ii) in Lemma 7.2 becomes easier to verify.
Observe that if kerC2 ¼ f0g, then (ii) reads mulB \ domC  kerC1, and if
kerC1 ¼ f0g, then (ii) reads mulB \ domC  kerC2.
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Corollary 7.2 Let B and C ¼ col ðC1 ; C2Þ be as in Lemma 7.2. Then:
(a) if B is an operator, in particular, if B 2 BðH;KÞ, then there is equality in
(7.5);
(b) if C1 2 BðK;LÞ and C2 2 BðK;LÞ, then there is equality in (7.5) if and only if
mulB  mulB \ kerC1 þmulB \ kerC2:
In the case where a row and a column are multiplied there are no obstacles.
Lemma 7.3 Let C1 and C2 be linear relations from H to K1 and from H to K2, and
let C ¼ col ðC1;C2Þ be their column. Let R1 be a linear relation from K1 to L, let R2
be a linear relation from K2 to L, and let R ¼ ðR1;R2Þ be their row. Then
RC ¼ R1C1 þ R2C2:
Proof ðÞ Let ff ; gg 2 RC. Then it follows that ff ; hg 2 C and fh; gg 2 R for













; g1 þ g2
 	
2 ðR1 ; R2Þ;
where fh1; g1g 2 R1 and fh2; g2g 2 R2, while g ¼ g1 þ g2. This implies
ff ; gg ¼ ff ; g1 þ g2g with ff ; g1g 2 R1C1; ff ; g2g 2 R2C2; ð7:7Þ
so that ff ; gg 2 R1C1 þ R2C2.
ð
Þ Let ff ; gg 2 R1C1 þ R2C2. This implies that (7.7) holds. Hence there exist
elements h1 2 H1 and h2 2 H2 such that
ff ; h1g 2 C1; fh1; g1g 2 R1; ff ; h2g 2 C2; fh2; g2g 2 R2:













; g1 þ g2
 	
2 ðR1 ; R2Þ;
and ff ; gg ¼ ff ; g1 þ g2g 2 RC. h
8 Multiplication of block relations
Multiplication of block relations is a complicated operation. Lemmas 7.1 and 7.2
describe the difficulties to be encountered. Therefore, it may be helpful to consider
the case of blocks of operators first.
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Lemma 8.1 Let ½Fij	 2 MðH;KÞ and ½Eij	 2 MðK;LÞ be blocks of operators, and
let E and F be the linear operators generated by these two blocks. Then the domain
domEF consists of all h ¼ ðh1; h2Þ 2 H1  H2 for which
(a) h1 2 domF11 \ domF21;
(b) h2 2 domF12 \ domF22;
(c) F11h1 þ F12h2 2 domE11 \ domE21;
(d) F21h1 þ F22h2 2 domE12 \ domE22.
Moreover, if h ¼ ðh1; h2Þ 2 domEF, then
EFh ¼
E11ðF11h1 þ F12h2Þ þ E12ðF21h1 þ F22h2Þ
E21ðF11h1 þ F12h2Þ þ E22ðF21h1 þ F22h2Þ
 
:
Proof Let h 2 domEF, so that h 2 domF and Fh 2 domE. The condition h 2






Moreover, the condition Fh 2 domE means that (iii) and (iv) hold, in which case
EFh is as in the statement of the lemma.
Corollary 8.1 Let h ¼ ðh1; h2Þ 2 H1  H2 satisfy
(a) h1 2 domF11 \ domF21;
(b) h2 2 domF12 \ domF22;
(c) F11h1 2 domE11 \ domE21;
(d) F12h2 2 domE11 \ domE21;
(e) F21h1 2 domE12 \ domE22;
(f) F22h2 2 domE12 \ domE22.
Then h 2 domEF and
EFh ¼
ðE11F11 þ E12F21Þh1 þ ðE11F12 þ E12F22Þh2Þ
ðE21F11 þ E22F21Þh1 þ ðE21F12 þ E22F22Þh2Þ
 
:
The message of Lemma 8.1 and Corollary 8.1 is that the domain of the operator
EF contains the domain of the operator generated by the block which results after
formally multiplying the blocks, and that
E11F11 þ E12F21 E11F12 þ E12F22
E21F11 þ E22F21 E21F12 þ E22F22
 
 EF: ð8:1Þ
The domain of the left-hand side is more restrictive than the domain of EF as one
has to take care of all the entries, including the summands, in the block on the left-
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hand side. This reflects the contents of condition (ii) in Lemma 7.1 and, of course,
the criterion stated in Corollary 7.1 (a).
Now the case of linear relations will be taken up. Let ½Fij	 2 MðH;KÞ and ½Eij	 2
MðK;LÞ be blocks of linear relations, and let E and F be the linear relations
generated by these blocks. Since multivalued operators are allowed, the following
arguments must take care of this extra complication.
The next lemma is based on Lemmas 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3. Its statement is simple to
state, but it contains a lot of information, as will be shown below.
Lemma 8.2 Let ½Fij	 2 MðH;KÞ and ½Eij	 2 MðK;LÞ be blocks of linear relations,










ðF21 ; F22Þ: ð8:2Þ
Proof The key is the interpretation of the relations E and F as a row and a column,
respectively; cf. Lemma 5.1. Thus E will be written as a row of columns:














; where Fð1Þ ¼ ðF11 ; F12Þ; Fð2Þ ¼ ðF12 ; F22Þ:
Then an application of Lemma 7.3 leads to














which gives the identity (8.2). h
It is instructive to describe all the elements in the relation EF. By Lemma 8.2









due to the sum in the right-hand side of (8.2), where


















































Note that this description, provided by the identity in (8.2), agrees with the one in
Lemma 8.1 for the case of operators.
Parallel to the operator case, one may ask the question what the relationship is of
the linear relation EF with the linear relation EHF generated by the formal product
½Eij	  ½Fij	 of the relations Eij and Fij:
EHF ¼
E11F11 þ E12F21 E11F12 þ E12F22
E21F11 þ E22F21 E21F12 þ E22F22
 
: ð8:3Þ
Recall that this block can be seen as a row of columns, or as a column of rows; cf.
Lemma 5.1. The following result shows that the relationship between the product
EF and the formal product EHF is fuzzy.
Lemma 8.3 Let ½Fij	 2 MðH;KÞ and ½Eij	 2 MðK;LÞ be blocks of linear relations,
and let E and F be the linear relations generated by these two blocks. Then for both





















E11ðF11 ; F12Þ þ E12ðF21 ; F22Þ




It is straightforward to obtain the above inclusions. First consider the case that































which proves the first inclusion in (8.4) for X ¼ EF. Similarly, it follows from (8.2),
Lemma 7.2 (see also (5.3)), and Lemma 5.5 that



















E11ðF11 ; F12Þ þ E12ðF21 ; F22Þ




which proves the second inclusion in (8.4) for X ¼ EF.
Next consider the case that X ¼ EHF. By rewriting (8.3) as a sum (cf.
Lemma 5.5) and then applying Lemma 7.2 to each column (cf. Lemma 5.1) it is
































which proves the first inclusion in (8.4) for X ¼ EHF. To prove the other inclusion
rewrite the first identity in (8.7) and then apply Lemma 7.1 to each entry (see also
(5.3)) to obtain
EHF ¼
ðE11F11 ; E11F12Þ þ ðE12F21 ; E12F22Þ
ðE21F11 ; E21F12Þ þ ðE22F21 ; E22F22Þ
 

E11ðF11 ; F12Þ þ E12ðF21 ; F22Þ




which proves the second inclusion in (8.4) for X ¼ EHF.
Observe that if one of the inclusions in (8.4) of Lemma 8.3 holds as an equality,
then these two products are related to each other by an inclusion. More precisely:
(a) if equality prevails in (8.5) or in (8.8), then EF  EHF;
(b) if equality prevails in (8.6) or in (8.7), then EHF  EF.
If, in particular, F is an operator, then one has case (b), i.e.,
mulF ¼ f0g ¼) EHF  EF:
Namely, in this case the condition (ii) of Lemma 7.2 needed for equality in (7.5) is
automatically satisfied and, therefore, inclusions in (8.6) and (8.7) both hold as
equalities, hence EHF  EF. This observation covers the case of operators as
indicated in (8.1).
To guarantee the equality EF ¼ EHF, it suffices to find conditions such that the
implications (a) and (b) above hold simultaneously. Such conditions are made
explicit in the next proposition; they guarantee equalities in (8.6) and (8.8).
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Proposition 8.1 Let ½Fij	 2 MðH;KÞ and ½Eij	 2 MðK;LÞ be blocks of linear
relations, and let E and F be the linear relations generated by these two blocks.
Assume that




ff1; h1g 2 F11; ff2; h2g 2 F12
h h1  h2 2 kerEi1







with i ¼ 1; 2;




ff1; h1g 2 F21; ff2; h2g 2 F22
h h1  h2 2 kerEi2







with i ¼ 1; 2;
mul ðF11 ; F12Þ \ ðdomE11 \ domE21Þ
 mul ðF11 ; F12Þ \ kerE11 þmul ðF11 ; F12Þ \ kerE21;
ð8:11Þ
mul ðF21 ; F22Þ \ ðdomE12 \ domE22Þ
 mul ðF21 ; F22Þ \ kerE12 þmul ðF21 ; F22Þ \ kerE22:
ð8:12Þ
Then EF ¼ EHF.
Proof For the proof of this result it is shown that under the given conditions




































Thus, equality holds in (8.6). Now EF ¼ EHF follows from (a) and (b). h
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Corollary 8.2 Let ½Fij	 2 MðH;KÞ and ½Eij	 2 MðK;LÞ be blocks of linear
relations, and let E and F be the linear relations generated by these two blocks.
In addition, assume that Fij 2 BðH;KÞ and
F11h1 þ F12h2 2 domEi1 ¼) F11h1;F12h2 2 domEi1; i ¼ 1; 2;
F21h1 þ F22h2 2 domEi2 ¼) F21h1;F22h2 2 domEi2; i ¼ 1; 2:
Then EF ¼ EHF.
Proof This follows from Corollary 7.1 (a). h
Corollary 8.3 Let ½Fij	 2 MðH;KÞ and ½Eij	 2 MðK;LÞ be blocks of linear
relations, and let E and F be the linear relations generated by these two blocks.
In addition, assume that Eij 2 BðK;LÞ and
mul ðF11 ; F12Þ  mul ðF11 ; F12Þ \ kerE11 þmul ðF11 ; F12Þ \ kerE21;
mul ðF21 ; F22Þ  mul ðF21 ; F22Þ \ kerE12 þmul ðF21 ; F22Þ \ kerE22:
Then EF ¼ EHF.
Proof This follows from Corollary 7.1 (b). h
Another set of sufficient conditions which are similar, but actually guarantee
equalities in (8.5) and (8.7), is given in the next proposition.
Proposition 8.2 Let ½Fij	 2 MðH;KÞ and ½Eij	 2 MðK;LÞ be blocks of linear
relations, and let E and F be the linear relations generated by these two blocks.
Assume that
ff1  f2; hg 2 ðF11 ; F12Þ
h 2 domE11 \ domE21

)
ff1; h1g 2 F11; ff2; h2g 2 F12
h h1  h2 2 kerE11 \ kerE21







ff1  f2; hg 2 ðF21 ; F22Þ
h 2 domE12 \ domE22

)
ff1; h1g 2 F21; ff2; h2g 2 F22
h h1  h2 2 kerE12 \ kerE22







mulF1i \ ðdomE11 \ domE21Þ
 mulF1i \ kerE11 þmulF1i \ kerE21; with i ¼ 1; 2;
ð8:15Þ
mulF2i \ ðdomE12 \ domE22Þ
 mulF2i \ kerE12 þmulF2i \ kerE22; with i ¼ 1; 2:
ð8:16Þ
Then EF ¼ EHF.
Proof The first two conditions together with Lemma 7.1 show that



































































Thus, equality holds in (8.7). Now EF ¼ EHF follows from (a) and (b). h
It is of interest to compare the conditions in Propositions 8.1 and 8.2. For
instance, notice that
mul ðF11 ; F12Þ ¼ mulF11 þmulF12 and mul ðF21 ; F22Þ ¼ mulF21 þmulF22:
Therefore the condition (8.15) implies the condition (8.11) and the condition (8.16)
implies the condition (8.12).
9 An application for the product of block relations
In this section the product of two simple looking blocks of linear relations is treated
by means of the general results in the previous two sections. For this purpose, the
following version of the distributive law for linear relations will be useful.
Lemma 9.1 Let H be a linear relation from H to K, and let K and G be linear
relations from K to L. Then:
(a) ðK þ GÞH  KH þ GH;
(b) if G 2 BðK;LÞ and GðmulHÞ  mulK, then
ðK þ GÞH ¼ KH þ GH:
Proof
(a) Let ff ; gg 2 ðK þ GÞH. Then for some k 2 K one has ff ; kg 2 H and
fk; g1g 2 G and fk; g2g 2 K with g ¼ g1 þ g2. Hence ff ; g1g 2 HG,
ff ; g2g 2 KH and ff ; gg ¼ ff ; g1 þ g2g 2 KH þ GH, which proves the stated
inclusion.
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(b) It suffices to prove KH þ GH  ðK þ GÞH. Let ff ; gg 2 KH þ GH. Then for
some ‘1; ‘2 2 L one has ff ; ‘1g 2 GH and ff ; ‘2g 2 KH with ‘1 þ ‘2 ¼ g.
Hence, ff ; k1g 2 H, fk1; ‘1g 2 G with ‘1 ¼ Gk1 and ff ; k2g 2 H, fk2; ‘2g 2 K
for some k1; k2 2 K. This implies that e ¼ k1  k2 2 mulH and by assump-
tion this gives that Ge 2 mulK. Therefore, fk2; ‘2 þ Geg 2 K,
fk2;Gðk1  eÞg 2 G, and since ff ; k2g 2 H this leads to
ff ; gg ¼ ff ;Gk1 þ ‘2g ¼ ff ;Gðk1  eÞ þ ð‘2 þ GeÞg 2 ðK þ GÞH:
This proves KH þ GH  ðK þ GÞH and thus ðK þ GÞH ¼ KH þ GH holds.
h
The next result has useful applications elsewhere; see [19, 24]. One can prove it
directly via the definition of blocks and the product of the corresponding linear
relations. Here the result is derived by applying some general formulas and
identities presented in Sect. 7.
Proposition 9.1 Let S be a linear relation from H to K and let T be a linear relation









0 ST þ I
 
: ð9:1Þ














and note that G is everywhere defined and bounded. Then the left-hand side of (9.1)
can be rewritten in the form ðK þ GÞH. Observe that
mulH ¼ mul Smul T and Gðmul Smul TÞ ¼ mul T mul S ¼ mulK:
Therefore G satisfies Lemma 9.1 (ii) and thus ðK þ GÞH ¼ KH þ GH. Next the







For KH first observe that mulH ¼ mul Smul T and that
mul S f0g  ker ð0 ; SÞ; f0g mul T  ker ðT ; 0Þ:
Hence the condition for mulH \ domK in Lemma 7.2 (b) is satisfied and it follows
that










Next observe that domH ¼ dom S dom T and then apply Lemma 7.3 to the
entries ðT ; 0ÞH and ð0 ; SÞH to obtain
KH ¼
TðS ; I domTÞ þ 0ðI dom S ; TÞ
0ðS ; I dom TÞ þ SðI dom S ; TÞ
 
¼
TðS ; I dom TÞ
SðI dom S ; TÞ
 
:






This combined with the expression for GH leads to
KH þ GH ¼
TSþ I T  T
S S ST þ I
 
:
Since T  T ¼ dom T mul T , S S ¼ dom Smul S and one has inclusion
mul T  mul TS, mul S  mul ST , this last block formula corresponds to the same
linear relation as the one on the right-hand side of (9.1).
Remark 9.1 The arguments in the above proof are based on the general results in
the previous sections. It is instructive to look at the difficulties that may appear if,
for instance, one starts directly with the formula (8.2). In the circumstances of








ðI ; TÞ: ð9:2Þ









ðI dom S ; TÞ:




































are, in general, strict by Lemma 7.2: this is the case if, for instance, ker T ¼ f0g,
mul S \ dom T 6¼ f0g and ker S ¼ f0g, mul T \ dom S 6¼ f0g, respectively. Thus a
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separate treatment of the summands in (9.2) does not lead to the desired identity
(9.1) in Proposition 9.1.
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